NOTICE

It is notified for all concern that the Post Graduate admission Committee (PGAC) at its meeting held on 25.06.2014 considered the representations of the candidates dated 25.06.2014 and 20.06.2014 regarding conduct of 3rd round of DPG counselling scheduled to be held on 25.06.2014. The PGAC after examining the notice of MCC (Medical counselling committee), DGHS dated 24.06.2014 regarding conduct of extended 3rd round of online counselling (AIQ) and transfer of vacant AIQ seat to respective states on 04.07.2014 (after 05:00 PM) decided as follows:

1. The Vacant PG seats of ST/SC/OBC which have been converted to common category be reverted back.
2. The ST/SC/OBC candidates who have been allotted PG seats be given time to surrender to enable them to attend extended 3rd round of DPG counselling to be scheduled after 04.07.2014, if they wish to.
3. The scheduled 3rd round of DPG counselling (Common Category) to be held on 25.06.2014 be postponed.
4. The extended 3rd round of DPG counselling to be conducted after 04.07.2014 be notified before 30.06.2014. This will be applicable to all categories of eligible candidates.
5. The detailed schedule of extended 3rd round of DPG counselling to be conducted after 04.07.2014 shall be uploaded in the faculty website www.fmsc.ac.in. The concern candidates are advised to visit the website.

Accordingly, the schedule of extended 3rd round of DPG (last counselling) shall be conducted in the following manner:

a. 04th July, 2014 (after 05:00 PM)
The vacant seats of All India Quota will be uploaded in the faculty website by 09:00 PM after applying 200 point roster.

b. 05th July, 2014
(i) The candidates who desire to surrender / relinquish the allotted PG seat of 1st /2nd /3rd DPG counselling may do so latest by 04:00 PM.
(ii) vacancy position available and the merit list of waitlisted candidates for the Extended 3rd Round of DPG counselling will be uploaded in the Faculty website www.fmsc.ac.in on 05th July 2014.

c. 06th July, 2014 (Counselling for ST, SC & OBC candidates for MD/MS/DIPLOMA/MDS courses)
(i) The counselling shall be conducted at 09:00 AM onwards as per procedure given in the Bulletin of Information-2014 viz ST, SC and OBC including PwD. The vacant seat if any, reserved for ST category will be converted to SC category and the same will be filled up by SC candidates strictly according to merit. Thereafter, the vacant seat if any, of SC category and OBC will be converted to Common merit (Clause 5.1 of BOI-2014) to be filled in the counselling to be held on 08th July, 2014 (Tuesday).
(ii) The vacancy position will be uploaded by 09:00 PM on 06.07.2014.
d. **07th July, 2014**

i. Since the vacant seats if any, of SC category and OBC have been converted to Common merit on 06.07.2014, the converted seat/resultant seat if any, shall be filled up by **operating Common Merit List only**.

ii. The candidates who desire to surrender/relinquish the allotted PG seat on 06.07.2014 or in the 1st/2nd/3rd DPG counselling may do so on or before 07th July, 2014 latest by 01:00 PM.

iii. The available vacant seat and the waitlisted common merit list will be displayed by 09:00 PM on 07.07.2014.

iv. **In case any Vacancy arises due to resignation/unforeseen reason etc. after 06th July, 2014 the same will be included in the vacancy position of Common Category to be allotted on 08th July, 2014 i.e. last counselling.**

e. **08th July, 2014 (Counselling for Common Merit list for MD/MS/DIPLOMA/MDS courses) and MD (CHA) course (all categories)**

i. The counselling shall be conducted at 09:00 AM onwards as per procedure given in the Bulletin of Information-2014 by operating Common Merit only.

ii. The candidates are required to complete the admission process and to join the allotted seat/Institution on or before 10.07.2014.

iii. The admission shall close on 10.07.2014.

**Reporting time:** 09:00 A.M.

**Venue:** Sir, Shankar Lal Concert Hall, Faculty of Music & Fine Arts, Delhi University, Mall Road, Delhi – 110007.

**Note:** The candidates are advised:-

1. To download the proforma of the Surety Bond and get it ready on a Stamp Paper of Rs. 100/-; the name of Institution and the discipline may be filled up after the Counselling.
2. To bring the required documents in original as per clause 9.9 of the Bulletin of Information (PGMEM-2014)
3. To bring a demand draft in favour of the “Registrar, University of Delhi” payable at Delhi amounting to Rs. 15,600/-.
4. The admission shall close on 10th July, 2014 (Thursday).
5. The Common merit list includes Gen/SC/ST/OBC/PwD categories.
6. The counselling shall be conducted in terms of the provisions given in the Bulletin of Information (PGMEM-2014).
7. **Since the extended 3rd round of DPG counselling (08th July 2014) is the last counselling it is clarified that the candidates offered admission in the last counselling have no right to surrender their seats and no extension for joining will be given. The student will have to pay the Bond money of Rs 5.0 Lacs to the Institution/University if he/she does not join the course at the allotted institution on or before the stipulated date.**